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Remembering and Forgetting 1916 2010 this book asks how the commemorations of the easter rising the battle
of the somme the 1978 rebellion and the h block hunger strike have become incorporated into present politics
in the wake of the good friday agreement the book begins and ends with the easter rising the construction of
1916 as the pivotal moment of irish history identity and memory has had lasting consequences for the irish
definition of political conflict and how this is defined through commemoration it argues that the ghosts of 1916
are in many ways the ghosts of 1998
Ireland's 1916 Rising 2016-05-06 in light of its upcoming centenary in 2016 the time seems ripe to ask why
how and in what ways has memory of ireland s 1916 rising persisted over the decades in pursuing answers to
these questions which are not only of historical concern but of contemporary political and cultural importance
this book breaks new ground by offering a wide ranging exploration of the making and remembrance of the
story of 1916 in modern times it draws together the interlocking dimensions of history making commemoration
and heritage to reveal the rising s undeniable influence upon modern ireland s evolution both instantaneous and
long term in addition to furnishing a history of the tumultuous events of easter 1916 which rattled the british
empire s foundations and enthused independence movements elsewhere ireland s 1916 rising mainly
concentrates on illuminating the evolving relationship between the irish past and present in doing so it unearths
the far reaching political impacts and deep seated cultural legacies of the actions taken by the rebels as
evidenced by the most pivotal episodes in the rising s commemoration and the myriad varieties of heritage
associated with its memory this volume also presents a wider perspective on the ways in which
conceptualisations of heritage culture and identity in westernised societies are shaped by continuities and
changes in politics society and economy in a topical conclusion the book examines the legacy of queen
elizabeth ii s visit to the garden of remembrance in 2011 and looks to the rising s 100th anniversary by
identifying the common ground that can be found in pluralist and reconciliatory approaches to remembrance
Remembering 1916 2016-03-03 a pioneering analysis of how the easter rising and the battle of the somme
have been remembered in ireland since 1916
Theatre, Performance and Commemoration 2023-04-20 how does the act of performance speak to the concept
of commemoration how and why does commemorative theatre operate as a conceptual historical and political
site from which to interrogate ideas of nationalism and nationhood this volume explores how theatre and
performance create a stage for acts of commemoration considering crises of hate nationalism and migration as
well as political racial and religious bigotry it features case studies drawn from across europe the middle east
asia africa and latin america the book s four parts each explore commemoration through a different theoretical
lens and present a new set of dramaturgies for research and study while section 1 offers a critical survey of 20th
and 21st century discourses section 2 uncovers the commemorative practices underpinning contemporary
dramaturgy and applies these practices to plays and performance pieces these include works by martin lynch
frank mcguinness sanja mitrovic theater rast les slovaks dance collective estela golovchenko wajdi mouawad
Áine stapleton coiscéim anu productions aubrey sekhabi and indian and african dance practices the final
sections investigate how individual and collective memory and performances of commemoration can become
tools for propaganda and political agendas
Irish Childhoods 2011-05-25 while much has been written about irish culture s apparent obsession with the
past and with representing childhood few critics have explored in detail the position of children s fiction within
such discourses this book serves to redress these imbalances illuminating both the manner in which children s
texts engage with complex cultural discourses in contemporary ireland and the significant contribution that
children s novels and films can make to broader debates concerning irish identity at the end of the twentieth
and beginning of the twenty first centuries through close analysis of specific books and films published or
produced since 1990 irish childhoods offers an insight into contrasting approaches to the representation of irish
history and childhood in recent children s fiction each chapter interrogates the unique manner in which an
author or filmmaker engages with twentieth century irish history from a contemporary perspective and reveals
that constructions of childhood in irish children s fiction are often used to explore aspects of ireland s past and
present
Commemoration as Conflict 2014-09-09 mcdowell and braniff explore the relationship between commemoration
and conflict in societies which have engaged in peace processes attempting to unpack the ways in which the
practices of memory and commemoration influence efforts to bring armed conflict to an end and whether it can
even reactivate conflict as political circumstances change
The Irish-American Experience in New Jersey and Metropolitan New York 2013-11-29 this book is a collection of
nine essays exploring the irish american experience in the new jersey and new york metropolitan area both
historically and today the essays place the local irish american experience in the wider context of immigration
studies assimilation and historical theory using case studies interviews scholarly research in primary historical
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documents and theory and first hand experience the authors delve into what it has meant and means to be irish
american in the new jersey and new york area projecting what this ethnic identity will signify in years to come
representing a variety of scholarly and professional disciplines from archivists to historians to lawyers to
scholars of literature and theology the authors share their own unique perspectives on the significance of the
contributions of irish americans to american life in various arenas each chapter is interdisciplinary revealing the
interconnections among cultural history biography contemporary events and literary appreciation it is through
these intersections of disciplines of past and present of individual and community that we can best analyze and
appreciate the ways that irish americans have shaped life in the new jersey new york area over the past two
centuries
Dublin's Great Wars 2018-08-23 the story of the dubliners who served in the british military and in republican
forces during the first world war and the irish revolution
Women and the Decade of Commemorations 2021-01-26 when women are erased from history what are
we left with between 1912 and 1922 ireland experienced sweeping social and political change including the
easter rising world war i the irish civil war the fight for irish women s suffrage the founding of the abbey theatre
and the passage of the home rule bill in preparation for the centennial of this epic decade the irish government
formed a group of experts to oversee the ways in which the country would remember this monumental time
unfortunately the group was formed with no attempt at gender balance women and the decade of
commemorations edited by oona frawley highlights not only the responsibilities of irish women past and present
but it also privileges women s scholarship in an attempt to redress what has been a long standing imbalance for
example contributors note the role of the waking the feminists movement which was ignited when in 2016 the
abbey theater released its male dominated centenary program they also discuss the importance of addressing
missing history and curating memory to correct the historical record when it comes to remembering revolution
together the essays in women and the decade of commemorations consider the impact of women s unseen
unsung work which has been critically important in shaping ireland a country that continues to struggle with
honoring the full role of women today
Ireland's Great Famine in Irish-American History 2013-11-18 ireland s great famine in irish american history
enshrining a fateful memory offers a new concise interpretation of the history of the irish in america author and
distinguished professor mary kelly s book is the first synthesized volume to track ireland s great famine within
america s immigrant history and to consider the impact of the famine on irish ethnic identity between the mid
1800s and the end of the twentieth century moving beyond traditional emphases on irish american
cornerstones such as church party and education the book maps the famine s legacy over a century and a half
of settlement and assimilation this is the first attempt to contextualize a painful memory that has endured
fitfully and unquestionably throughout irish american historical experience
Reconciliation after War 2021-01-06 this edited volume examines a range of historical and contemporary
episodes of reconciliation and anti reconciliation in the aftermath of war reconciliation is a concept that resists
easy definition at the same time it is almost invariably invoked as a goal of post conflict reconstruction
peacebuilding and transitional justice this book examines the considerable ambiguity and controversy
surrounding the term and crucially asks what has reconciliation entailed historically what can we learn from past
episodes of reconciliation and anti reconciliation taken together the chapters in this volume adopt an
interdisciplinary approach focused on the question of how reconciliation has been enacted performed and
understood in particular historical episodes and how that might contribute to our understanding of the concept
and its practice rather than seek a universal definition the book focuses on what makes each case of
reconciliation unique and highlights the specificity of reconciliation in individual contexts this book will be of
much interest to students of transitional justice conflict resolution human rights history and international
relations
The British Empire and the First World War 2017-06-26 the british empire played a crucial part in the first
world war supplying hundreds of thousands of soldiers and labourers as well as a range of essential resources
from foodstuffs to minerals mules and munitions in turn many imperial territories were deeply affected by
wartime phenomena such as inflation food shortages combat and the presence of large numbers of foreign
troops this collection offers a comprehensive selection of essays illuminating the extent of the empire s war
contribution and experience and the richness of scholarly research on the subject whether supporting british
military operations aiding the british imperial economy or experiencing significant wartime effects on the home
fronts of the empire the war had a profound impact on the colonies and their people the chapters in this volume
were originally published in australian historical studies the journal of imperial and commonwealth history first
world war studies or the round table the commonwealth journal of international affairs
Remembrance of the Great War in the Irish Free State, 1914–1937 2019-06-12 this book focuses on how
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irish remembrance of the first world war impacted the emerging irish identity in the postcolonial irish free state
while all combatants of the war to end all wars commemorated the war irish memorial efforts were fraught with
debate over irish identity and politics that frequently resulted in violence against commemorators and world war
i veterans the book examines the flanders poppy the victory and armistice day parades the national war
memorial church memorials and private remembrances highlighting the links between war memory empire and
decolonization it ultimately argues that the great war its commemorations and veterans retained political
potency between 1914 and 1937 and were a powerful part of early free state life
Capital Punishment in Independent Ireland 2020-01-31 this is a comprehensive and nuanced historical survey of
the death penalty in ireland from the immediate post civil war period through to its complete abolition using
original archival material this book sheds light on the various social legal and political contexts in which the
death penalty operated and was discussed in ireland the death penalty served a dual function as an instrument
of punishment in the civilian criminal justice system and as a weapon to combat periodic threats to the security
of the state posed by the irish republican army ira through close examination of cases dealt with in the ordinary
criminal courts this study elucidates ideas of class gender community and sanity and explores their impact on
the administration of justice the application of the death penalty also had a strong political dimension most
evident in the enactment of emergency legislation and the setting up of military courts specifically aimed at the
ira as the book demonstrates the civilian and the political strands converged in the story of the abolition of the
death penalty in ireland long after decision makers accepted that the death penalty was no longer an
acceptable punishment for ordinary cases of murder lingering anxieties about the threat of subversives dictated
the pace of abolition and the scope of the relevant legislation
Cultures of War in Graphic Novels 2018-07-06 cultures of war in graphic novels examines the representation
of small scale and often less acknowledged conflicts from around the world and throughout history the
contributors look at an array of graphic novels about conflicts such as the boxer rebellion 1899 1901 the irish
struggle for national independence 1916 1998 the falkland war 1982 the bosnian war 1992 1995 the rwandan
genocide 1994 the israel lebanon war 2006 and the war on terror 2001 the book explores the multi layered
relation between the graphic novel as a popular medium and war as a pivotal recurring experience in human
history the focus on largely overlooked small scale conflicts contributes not only to advance our understanding
of graphic novels about war and the cultural aspects of war as reflected in graphic novels but also our sense of
the early twenty first century in which popular media and limited conflicts have become closely interrelated
Routledge International Handbook of Irish Studies 2020-12-30 routledge international handbook of irish studies
begins with the reversal in irish fortunes after the 2008 global economic crash the chapters included address
not only changes in post celtic tiger ireland but also changes in disciplinary approaches to irish studies that the
last decade of political economic and cultural unrest have stimulated since 2008 irish studies has been directly
and indirectly influenced by the crash and its reverberations through the economy political landscape and social
framework of ireland and beyond approaching irish pasts presents and futures through interdisciplinary and
theoretically capacious lenses the chapters in this volume reflect the myriad ways irish studies has responded to
the economic precarity in the republic renewed instability in the north the complex european politics of brexit
global climate and pandemic crises and the intense social change in ireland catalyzed by all of these just as irish
society has had to dramatically reconceive its economic and global identity after the crash irish studies has had
to shift its theoretical modes and its objects of analysis in order to keep pace with these changes and upheavals
this book captures the dynamic ways the discipline has evolved since 2008 exploring how the age of austerity
and renewal has transformed both ireland and scholarly approaches to understanding ireland it will appeal to
students and scholars of irish studies sociology cultural studies history literature economics and political science
chapter 3 5 and 15 of this book is available for free in pdf format as open access from the individual product
page at routledge com it has been made available under a creative commons attribution non commercial no
derivatives 4 0 license
Secular Martyrdom in Britain and Ireland 2018-01-30 this edited collection examines the concept and nature of
the people s martyrology raising issues of class community religion and authority it examines modern
martyrdom through studies of peterloo tolpuddle featherstone tonypandy emily davison fatally injured by the
king s horse on derby day 1913 the 1916 easter rising jarrow the town that was murdered and martyred in the
1930s david oluwale a nigerian killed in leeds in 1965 and bobby sands the ira hunger striker who died in 1981
it engages with the burgeoning historiography of memory to try to understand why some events such as
peterloo tonypandy and the easter rising have become household names whilst others most notably
featherstone and oluwale are barely known it will appeal to those interested in british and irish labour history as
well as the study of memory and memorialization
Political Silence 2018-11-12 the notion of silence in politics and international relations has come to imply the
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absence of voice in political life and as such tends to be scholastically prescribed as the antithesis of political
power and political agency however from emma gonzáles s three minutes of silence as part of her address at
the march for our lives to trump s attempts to silence the investigation into his campaign s alleged collusion
with russia along with the continuing revelations articulated by silence breakers of sexual harassment it is
apparent that there are multiple meanings and functions of political silence all of which intersect at the nexus of
power and agency dingli and cooke present a complex constellation of engagements that challenge the
conceptual limitations of established approaches to silence by engaging with diverse cross disciplinary
analytical perspectives on silence and its political implications in the realms of environmental politics diplomacy
digital privacy radical politics the politics of piety commemoration international organization and international
law among others contributors to this edited collection chart their approaches to the relationship between
silence power and agency thus positing silence as a productive modality of agency while this collection
promotes intellectual and interdisciplinary synergy around critical thinking and research regarding the
intersections of silence power and agency it is written for scholars in politics international relations theory
international political theory critical theory and everything in between
Shakespeare and Crisis 2020-06-15 shakespeare and crisis one hundred years of italian narratives explores
how shakespeare intervened in the italian socio political and cultural scene between his third and fourth
centenaries at times which were manifestly perceived as critical it asks which complex mythopoietic processes
contributed to shaping regimes of reading shakespeare in response to those times of crisis crises of national
identity during the great war and the fascist regime crises of history in the 1970s and crises of representation in
the second half of the twentieth century extending into the new millennium constitute the three main areas of a
discussion that ultimately aims at probing into the role of literature at times of crisis the volume situates itself at
the juncture of european shakespeare studies and studies of shakespeare and italy it addresses essential
questions about the position of literature in society offering at different levels new insights for scholars students
and the general reader
The Politics of Memoir and the Northern Ireland Conflict 2013 this book examines memoir writing by
many of the key political actors in the northern irish troubles 19691998 and argues that memoir has been a
neglected dimension of the study of the legacies of the violent conflict it investigates these sources in the
context of ongoing disputes over how to interpret northern irelands recent past a careful reading of these
memoirs can provide insights into the lived experience and retrospective judgments of some of the main
protagonists of the conflict the period of relative peace rests upon an uneasy calm in northern ireland many
people continue to inhabit contested ideological territories and in their strategies for shaping the narrative
telling of the conflict key individuals within the protestant unionist and catholic irish nationalist communities can
appear locked into exclusive and self justifying discourses in such circumstances while some memoirists have
been genuinely self critical many others have utilised a post conflict language of societal
Human Rights, Human Security, and State Security 2014-07-15 this book provides innovative thinking from a
variety of perspectives on the important human rights human security and national security policy issues of
today and how these issues intersect the issue of human security comes into play in nearly every important
policy debate in global politics and the protection of human rights is now recognized as one of the main
functions of any legitimate modern state how can the international community best ensure that human rights
are protected while simultaneously protecting state security who should intervene in cases of mass gross
violations and when are military actions justified this book seeks to address and explore these difficult and
pressing questions by presenting the differing views of commentators from various ends of the spectrum human
rights human security and state security the intersection consists of three volumes with each focusing primarily
on one of the three broad areas while also drawing connections between them a powerful resource for policy
makers and practitioners in national governments members of international organizations and scholars the
innovative thinking presented will give readers a deepened understanding of the various international issues
and help them to formulate effective policies in today s complex international landscape
Truth, Denial and Transition 2018-10-08 truth denial and transition northern ireland and the contested past
makes a unique and timely contribution to the transitional justice field in contrast to the focus on truth and
those societies where truth recovery has been central to dealing with the aftermath of human rights violations
comparatively little scholarly attention has been paid to those jurisdictions whose transition from violent conflict
has been marked by the absence or rejection of a formal truth process this book draws upon the case study of
northern ireland where despite a lengthy debate the question of establishing a formal truth recovery process
remains hotly contested the strongest and most vocal opposition has been from unionist political elites loyalist
ex combatants and members of the security forces based on empirical research their opposition is unpicked and
interrogated at length throughout this book critically exploring notions of national imagination and
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blamelessness the politics of victimhood and the tension between traditions of sacrifice and the fear of betrayal
this book is the first substantive effort to concentrate on the opponents of truth recovery rather than its
advocates this book will interest those studying truth processes and transitional justice in the fields of law
politics and criminology
Lullabies and Battle Cries 2018-08-17 set against a volatile political landscape irish republican culture has
struggled to maintain continuity with the past affirm legitimacy in the present and generate a sense of
community for the future lullabies and battle cries explores the relationship between music emotion memory
and identity in republican parading bands with a focus on how this music continues to be utilized in a post
conflict climate as author jaime rollins shows rebel parade music provides a foundational idiom of national and
republican expression acting as a critical medium for shaping new political identities within continually shifting
dynamics of republican culture
Deconstructing Peace 2021-04-01 this book develops a novel approach to peace and conflict studies through an
original application of the philosophy of jacques derrida to the post conflict politics of northern ireland and
bosnia and herzegovina based on new readings of the peace agreements and the post conflict political systems
the book goes beyond accounts that present a static picture of fixed divisions in these cases by exploring how
formal electoral politics and the informal political spheres of artistic cultural judicial and protest movements
already contest the politics of division the book argues that the post conflict political systems in northern ireland
and bosnia and herzegovina are in a process of deconstruction the text adds to the derridean lexicon by
developing the idea of a deconstructive conclusion which challenges historical understandings of conflicts at the
same time as challenging their consequences in the present the study provides a critical contribution to
peacebuilding and international relations literature by demonstrating how derridean concepts can be utilised to
provide fresh understandings of conflict and post conflict situations as well as allowing for political interventions
to be made into these processes
The Making of Ireland 2012-08-06 the making of ireland by james lydon provides an accessible history of
ireland from the earliest times james lydon recounts in colourful detail the waves of settlers missionaries and
invaders which have come to ireland since pre history and offers a long perspective on irish history right up to
the present time this comprehensive survey includes discussion of the arrival of st patrick in the fifth century
and henry ii in the twelfth as well as that of numerous soldiers traders and craftsmen through the ages the
author explores how these settlers have shaped the political and cultural climate of ireland today james lydon
charts the changing racial mix of ireland through the ages which shaped the irish nation the author also follows
ireland s long and troubled entanglement with england from its beginning many centuries ago the making of
ireland offers a complete history in one volume through a predominantly political narrative james lydon provides
a coherent and readable introduction to this vital complex history
Antipodal Shakespeare 2018-02-08 despite a recent surge of critical interest in the shakespeare tercentenary
a great deal has been forgotten about this key moment in the history of the place of shakespeare in national
and global culture much more than has been remembered this book offers new archival discoveries about and
new interpretations of the tercentenary celebrations in britain australia and new zealand and reflects on the
long legacy of those celebrations this collection gathers together five scholars from britain australia and new
zealand to reflect on the modes of commemoration of shakespeare across the hemispheres in and after the
tercentenary year 1916 it was at this moment of remembering in 1916 that global shakespeare first emerged in
recognizable form each contributor performs their own antipodal reading assessing in parallel events across two
hemispheres geographically opposite but politically and culturally connected in the wake of empire
Конструиране на българско национално културно наследство в чужбина 2022-12-31 Стъпвайки върху
парадигмата за символна връзка между нация и територия оградена от национални граници и на
концепцията за културното наследство като процес като постоянен и променлив резултат от дейността
на определени актьори от разнопосочни официални и неформални политики авторският колектив
предлага обширно изследване на моделите на конструиране поддържане отвоюване и спомняне на
българско национално наследство отвъд настоящите граници на България Наблюдавани и анализирани
са разнообразни трансгранични практики и маршрути във всички посоки отвъд националната територия
реализирани от официални лица политически партии патриотични организации и неформални
сдружения научни колективи ученически и граждански групи туристи Читателят ще проследи
изграждането на българско национално културно наследство в днешните земи на Турция Гърция
Северна Македония Сърбия и Румъния ще се запознае с пътищата по които отдалечени места като
Болгар в Русия Брунате Рим и Челе ди Булгерия в Италия Елванген в Германия Берат в Албания се
вписват в българския национален разказ ще пътува по върховете паметниците и гробовете на
българския воин отвъд днешните граници на родината
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Commemorative Spaces of the First World War 2017-07-20 this is the first book to bring together an
interdisciplinary theoretically engaged and global perspective on the first world war through the lens of
historical and cultural geography reflecting the centennial interest in the conflict the collection explores the
relationships between warfare and space and pays particular attention to how commemoration is connected to
spatial elements of national identity and processes of heritage and belonging venturing beyond military history
and memory studies contributors explore conceptual contributions of geography to analyse the first world war
as well as reflecting upon the imperative for an academic discussion on the war s centenary this book explores
the war s impact in more unexpected theatres blurring the boundary between home and fighting fronts
investigating the experiences of the war amongst civilians and often overlooked combatants it also critically
examines the politics of hindsight in the post war period and offers an historical geographical account of how
the first world war has been memorialised within official spaces in addition to those overlooked and often
undervalued alternative spaces of commemoration this innovative and timely text will be key reading for
students and scholars of the first world war and more broadly in historical and cultural geography social and
cultural history european history heritage studies military history and memory studies
Forgotten Veterans, Invisible Memorials 2021-08-10 investigates the groundbreaking role american women
played in commemorating those who served and sacrificed in world war i in forgotten veterans invisible
memorials how american women commemorated the great war 1917 1945 allison s finkelstein argues that
american women activists considered their own community service and veteran advocacy to be forms of
commemoration just as significant and effective as other more traditional forms of commemoration such as
memorials finkelstein employs the term veteranism to describe these women s overarching philosophy that
supporting aiding and caring for those who served needed to be a chief concern of american citizens civic
groups and the government in the war s aftermath however these women did not express their views solely
through their support for veterans of a military service narrowly defined as a group predominantly composed of
men and just a few women rather they defined anyone who served or sacrificed during the war including women
like themselves as veterans these women veteranists believed that memorialization projects that centered on
the people who served and sacrificed was the most appropriate type of postwar commemoration they
passionately advocated for memorials that could help living veterans and the families of deceased service
members at a time when postwar monument construction surged at home and abroad finkelstein argues that by
rejecting or adapting traditional monuments or by embracing aspects of the living memorial building movement
female veteranists placed the plight of all veterans at the center of their commemoration efforts their projects
included diverse acts of service and advocacy on behalf of people they considered veterans and their families as
they pushed to infuse american memorial traditions with their philosophy in doing so these women pioneered a
relatively new form of commemoration that impacted american practices of remembrance encouraging
americans to rethink their approach and provided new definitions of what constitutes a memorial in the process
they shifted the course of american practices even though their memorialization methods did not achieve the
widespread acceptance they had hoped it would meticulously researched forgotten veterans invisible memorials
utilizes little studied sources and reinterprets more familiar ones in addition to the words and records of the
women themselves finkelstein analyzes cultural landscapes and ephemeral projects to reconstruct the evidence
of their influence readers will come away with a better understanding of how american women supported the
military from outside its ranks before they could fully serve from within principally through action based
methods of commemoration that remain all the more relevant today
The Arden Research Handbook of Shakespeare and Adaptation 2022-03-24 the arden research handbook of
shakespeare and adaptation explores the dynamics of adapted shakespeare across a range of literary genres
and new media forms this comprehensive reference and research resource maps the field of shakespeare
adaptation studies identifying theories of adaptation their application in practice and the methodologies that
underpin them it investigates current research and points towards future lines of enquiry for students
researchers and creative practitioners of shakespeare adaptation the opening section on research methods and
problems considers definitions and theories of shakespeare adaptation and emphasises how shakespeare is
both adaptor and adapted a central section develops these theoretical concerns through a series of case studies
that move across a range of genres media forms and cultures to ask not only how shakespeare is variously
transfigured hybridised and valorised through adaptational play but also how adaptations produce interpretive
communities and within these potentially new literacies modes of engagement and sensory pleasures the
volume s third section provides the reader with uniquely detailed insights into creative adaptation with writers
and practice based researchers reflecting on their close collaborations with shakespeare s works as an aesthetic
ethical and political encounter the handbook further establishes the conceptual parameters of the field through
detailed practical resources that will aid the specialist and non specialist reader alike including a guide to
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research resources and an annotated bibliography
Memory and Recovery in Times of Crisis 2017-11-09 this book presents a social scientific reading of the
challenges of memory and recovery in times of crisis drawing on different interpretations of what constitutes
crisis this collection uses lenses of economics identity and commemoration to question how memory and
recovery is being constituted through larger discourses of political claims of moving forward healing and identity
memory and recovery in times of crisis examines how memory is dis or re interred through social processes and
further how recovered memories are challenged or legitimized it also presents a set of questions that will
stimulate further reflections on what kind of role understandings of memory of crisis can play in recovery given
the world we find ourselves living in in 2017 a world subject to multiple intersecting crises how we understand
the dynamics of memory and recovery is a pressing issue indeed this book will appeal to both scholars and
students of anthropology and sociology
America's Forgotten Terrorists 2022-05 though largely forgotten today one of the most destructive terrorist
groups in the united states was the galleanists a fiery band of italian anarchists active during the early 1900s in
america s forgotten terrorists jeffrey d simon shows how alienation and frustration among segments of a
community were transformed into a militant extremist movement luigi galleani a gifted writer and speaker
tapped into widespread disappointment among italian immigrants concerning their lives in america
unemployment low wages long working hours discrimination and a poor quality of life made many italian
immigrants receptive to his words the galleanists introduced terrorist tactics and strategies that are still used
today they were the first group to send package bombs across the country and to exploit the media for their
own advantage one of their members is also suspected of launching the first vehicle bomb in the united states
in 1920 considered the worst act of domestic terrorism until the 1995 oklahoma city bombing the story of the
galleanists is a chilling journey through a volatile period in american history including labor management
conflicts world war i and the red scare an expert in terrorism simon offers striking insights into the galleanist era
and some of its eerie connections to modern america calling us to recognize the risks of repeating our history
how the galleanists operated and how the u s government responded hold lessons for today as we continue to
deal with the threat of terrorism watch a book trailer
Remembering the Troubles 2017-03-30 the historian a t q stewart once remarked that in ireland all history is
applied history that is the study of the past prosecutes political conflict by other means indeed nearly twenty
years after the 1998 belfast agreement dealing with the past remains near the top of the political agenda in
northern ireland the essays in this volume by leading experts in the fields of irish and british history politics and
international studies explore the ways in which competing social or collective memories of the northern ireland
troubles continue to shape the post conflict political landscape the contributors to this volume embrace a
diversity of perspectives the provisional republican version of events as well as that of its official republican rival
loyalist understandings of the recent past as well as the british army s authorized for the record account the
importance of commemoration and memorialization to irish republican culture and the individual memory of one
of the noncombatants swept up in the conflict tightly specific sharply focused and rich in local detail these
essays make a significant contribution to the burgeoning literature of history and memory the book will interest
students and scholars of irish studies contemporary british history memory studies conflict resolution and
political science contributors jim smyth ian mcbride ruan o donnell aaron edwards james w mcauley margaret o
callaghan john mulqueen and cathal goan
Celebrating Shakespeare 2015-11-19 this book explores how shakespeare is still alive as a global cultural
icon on the 400th anniversary of his death
Our Forgotten Volunteers 2019-03-24 australian and new zealand volunteers were already in serbia treating
wounded serbian soldiers and fighting a typhus epidemic before the anzacs landed at gallipoli in 1915 the
gallipoli campaign sealed serbia s fate however as germany austria hungary and bulgaria moved to secure a
land supply corridor to turkey through serbia australians and new zealanders accompanied the serbian army on
a deadly retreat over wintry mountains to the adriatic coast when the fighting shifted to the salonika or
macedonian front many served there with the british army the royal flying corps two aif units and six royal
australian navy destroyers in the adriatic and aegean seas some died in action others from disease several
hundred doctors nurses and orderlies treated the wounded and sick in an australian led volunteer hospital and
in british and new zealand army hospitals the author miles franklin was a medical orderly supporting the serbian
army her little known memoir is quoted extensively in this book fifteen hundred australians and new zealanders
served on this little known yet crucial battlefront now for the first time we have an engaging and comprehensive
account of what they experienced and achieved in the great war
A Nation and Not a Rabble 2017-02-21 the renowned irish historian delivers an excellent scholarly
reevaluation of the 1916 easter rebellion and the turbulent decade that followed library journal on easter
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monday of 1916 the irish republican brotherhood launched an armed uprising against british rule that would
continue for six days but easter rising was only the beginning of an ongoing revolutionary struggle in a nation
and not a rabble diarmaid ferriter presents a fresh look at ireland from 1913 1923 drawing from newly available
historical sources as well as the testimonies of the people who lived and fought through this extraordinary
period ferriter highlights the gulf between rhetoric and reality in politics and violence the role of women the
battle for material survival the impact of key irish unionist and republican leaders as well as conflicts over
health land religion law and order and welfare
Henry Kelly (1894-1920): Co. Sligo's Forgotten Rebel 2017-08-05 henry kelly 1894 1920 county sligo s forgotten
rebel is a short biographical study of volunteer henry kelly of ballygawley an easter rebel of 1916 who was
executed by an ric auxiliary raid on the banba hall dublin on the 17th of october 1920 during the war of
independence the author hoped to revitalise the life of a forgotten rebel one of only a handful of sligo natives to
involve themselves in the 1916 rising henry received no adulation no recognition and no medals due to his early
demise the author wishes to rectify this tragedy with this publication proceeds of the book will go towards the
resurfacing of henry s weathered headstone in kilross cemetery ballygawley and towards an application for
posthumous ira medals due to him and his next of kin
Radical Hospitality 2021-03-02 radical hospitality addresses a timely and challenging subject for
contemporary philosophy the ethical responsibility of opening borders psychic and physical to the stranger
kearney and fitzpatrick show how radical hospitality happens by opening oneself in narrative exchange to
someone or something other than ourselves by crossing borders whether literal or figurative against the fears
dogmas and demands for certainty and security that push us toward hostility we also desire to wager with the
unknown leap into the unanticipated and celebrate the new a desire this book seeks to recognize and cultivate
the book contends that hospitality means chancing one s hand one s arm one s very self thereby opening a vital
space for new voices to be heard shedding old skins and welcoming new understandings radical hospitality
engages with urgent moral conversations concerning identity nationality immigration commemoration and
justice moving between theory and praxis and on to the formative life of the classroom building on key critical
debates on the question of hospitality ranging from phenomenology hermeneutics and deconstruction to neo
kantian moral critique and anglo american virtue ethics the book explores novel possibilities for an ethics of
hospitality in our contemporary world of border anxiety refugee crises and ecological catastrophe
Lest We Forget 2011-06-01 age shall not weary them nor the years condemn at the going down of the sun
and in the morning we will remember them these words spoken at war memorials across the united kingdom
and around the world on 11 november every year encapsulate how we commemorate our war dead lest we
forget looks at how we remember not only those who died in battle but also those whose memory is important
to us in other ways this wide ranging review considers such topics as holocaust memorial day the hillsborough
disaster memories of the spanish civil war the genocide in rwanda diana princess of wales and the role of the
cenotaph and the national memorial arboretum with an endorsement from the royal british legion which
celebrates its 90th anniversary in 2011 this is a timely study and is relevant not only to people in the united
kingdom but recognises the universal need to remember
Philosophical Perspectives on Contemporary Ireland 2019-11-25 this is the first book to bring a
philosophical lens to issues of socio political and cultural importance in twenty first century ireland while the
social political and economic landscape of contemporary ireland has inspired extensive scholarly debate both
within and well beyond the field of irish studies there is a distinct lack of philosophical voices in these
discussions the aim of this volume is to enrich the fields of philosophy and irish studies by encouraging a
manifestly philosophical exploration of contemporary issues and concerns the essays in this volume collectively
address diverse philosophical questions on contemporary ireland by exploring a variety of themes including
diaspora exile return women s bodies and autonomy historic injustices and national healing remembering and
commemoration institutionalization and containment colonialism and ireland as home conflict and violence
northern ireland and the peace process nationalism patriotism and masculinities ethnicity immigration and
identity and translation art and culture philosophical perspectives on contemporary ireland marks a significant
contribution to contemporary theorizations of ireland by incorporating both irish and transatlantic perspectives
it will appeal to a broad audience of scholars and advanced students working in philosophy irish studies feminist
theory history legal studies and literary theory beyond academia it will also engage those interested in
contemporary ireland from policy and civil society perspectives
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